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CHARLIE HU, FORMER HEAD OF
POLYGON CHINA JOINS SYSCOIN
The best of Bitcoin & Ethereum is now together in one
place.
Charlie Hu, former Head of Polygon China, has
joined Syscoin as an Ecosystem Advisor. People
are our greatest assets, which is why we
continually strive to build bridges as we grow our
ecosystem. Mr. Hu is well-renowned for his
experience within the blockchain industry and its
peripherals including Web 3.0 and Dapps. At
Polygon, he was instrumental in driving the
ecosystem growth, business development, and
leveraging his wide network of connections
especially within Asia. At Syscoin, he will draw from his experiences to aid us as an
expert advisor by driving our onward expansion into untapped markets.
When asked why he has chosen to work with the Syscoin Platform, Mr. Hu gave
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several reasons:

what is now basically ancient times in this space by continuously adapting and
evolving along the way. The fact that they’ve not only managed to survive, but are also
thriving is reason enough alone to be attached to this project.
Aside from longevity, Syscoin o ers a suite of technical advantages you simply cannot
nd elsewhere all in one place. Their combination of Bitcoin’s core security and
Ethereum’s EVM alongside their imminent implementation of ZK-Rollups make them a
force to be reckoned with. Their forward-thinking strategy to follow a modular
blockchain design that never forsakes low gas fees is only going to pay dividends. The
implications of these advancements may not be understood by the wider market as of
yet, but to me, they are clear as day.
Beyond their tech, I have found the Syscoin Community to be one of the most
welcoming and well-informed that I have worked with. Anyone can go on their Discord,
ask a question without worrying about sounding dumb, and there will be a member
there who’s more than happy to answer or point them in the right direction. This is also
a nod to their o cial team who, despite their busy schedules, regularly interact with the
community from the comfort of their disparate locations around the world. I am proud
to work with such a global, decentralized team as I do my part to push us forward in
China and Asia at large.
Lastly, I would be remiss not to mention the massive upside potential that Syscoin
presents. I cannot understate the value that this project is providing to the entire space
by solving problems in a way that will allow for true mass adoption of the underlying
technology. This is not nancial advice, but knowing a project the caliber of Syscoin is
still so undervalued makes me feel incredibly lucky to be joining their team.”
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If you would like to learn more, then please begin by checking us out at Syscoin.org.
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“First of all, Syscoin is not some y-by-night organization. They’ve been around since

About Syscoin:
Syscoin is a decentralized and open-source project founded in 2014 whose NEVM
upgrade combines the best of Bitcoin and Ethereum in a single
coordinated platform.
Bitcoin's proven security and Ethereum's Turing-complete
programmability elevated to true L2 scalability via ZK-Rollups
taking place on a singular platform, Syscoin, will usher in the
next step in the evolution of blockchain technology.
Website | Discord | News | Twitter | Github
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https://syscoin.org
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/syscoin
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/syscoin
https://twitter.com/syscoin
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[Disclaimer: Readers should do their own research about all digital assets and brands mentioned by Gokhshtein
Media. The content shown here is educational information only and should not be considered nancial advice, or
direction to buy, trade or invest in any products or cryptocurrencies. The data and news shared here does not re ect
the opinions, policies of Gokhshtein Media or the laws regulating brands such as mentioned above. Any action made
by persons based on this information is done at their own risk.]

